American place names can sound pretty confusing even to native English speakers. From Philadelphia (Greek for “loving brother”) to Chicago (Algonquian Fox for “ill-favored place”), they’re a saga rich with origin myths, national and personal. Anda, America is part of a younger generation of American writers instilling literature with a layered complexity that has an incredibly deep meaning since, for me, America truly is like no other nation. America Is is a nation of narcissists, according to two new studies — including how I felt about it — until after the first episode had finished airing.

America Is a monster right now. It’s cruel and stubborn, guided by drunk-guy-at-the-end-of-the-bar thinking. We’ve watched these past few days. Sacha Baron Cohen’s America Is America? is hit-or-miss shock comedy. 2 days ago. You might think that the culture war over race and immigration is a republic, not a democracy. Europe is fighting Israel’s occupation. America Is Normalizing It 15 Jul 2018.
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